
SPECIFIC COURSE OBJECTIVES FOR THE WEEK:

Bring your camera and supplies to lab this week

Download and study today’s lecture visuals in conjunction with 
the text and lab notes

Watch the online Lightrooom videos (I’ll do a quick demo today)

Download Project One and associated materials for lab

Consider formal elements and metaphor in photography

Learn about basic camera controls, light meters, and histograms

Make some interesting pictures and become familiar with 
apertures and shutter speeds
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HOW DO 
PHOTOGRAPHS 

WORK?

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/sciencenow/3204/01.html
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HOW DO 
PHOTOGRAPHS 

WORK?

SEEING = DOING

Effective photographs are often sensory and emotive! 

The simplicity and clarity of formal elements can often be 
used indirectly in ways that suggest something sensory 

and emotive.

Formal elements

• Line 

• Spot

• Shape 

• Pattern 

• Texture

• Light

• Light & Dark           

• Focus & blur     

• Symmetric & 
Asymmetric
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Eliot Porter









http://www.csuchico.edu/~bwolfe/PROJECTS/CDES206ProjectOne.pdf

OBJECTIVES
To develop the basic skills of reading a light meter and properly controlling exposure with an emphasis on isolating 
specific visual elements in a scene and exploring unusual vantage points.  To master the basic skills of making a con-
tact sheet, resizing an image to a specific dimension and resolution, using a black and white adjustment layer, saving, 
and printing your image.  To develop a sense of photographic vision that involves looking for “visual elements” and 
metaphoric possibilities in a way that goes beyond representing objects in a literal way.

INSTRUCTIONS
This is a close-focus assignment, so get in close! Your subject must be no further than arms length from the camera, 
and be considerably larger than the area you frame in your camera so you capture only a portion of the subject.  
Pay close attention to when things appear sharp.  Many cameras require that you set your camera to a close focus mode 
which is usually represented by a tulip icon.  It may be best to use a manual focus setting rather than autofocus to 
assure a sharp picture.  Try to emphasize one or more of the visual elements -- line, shape, form, texture, pattern, 
tone, or light.  Rather than making a picture that simply identifies an object, work towards creating a visually compel-
ling abstraction.  If your pictures are interesting and appealing without revealing the object’s identity directly,  you will 
have done well.

CDES 206 PROJECT 1: LOOKING CLOSE & THE FORMAL ELEMENTS

page one of four

Glenn Merdan, CDES 206

CDES 206 Students
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Photography = writing with

LIGHT
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YOUR CAMERA:
A CCD matrix

An arrangement 
of sensors that 

detect the 
intensity of 

Red, 
Green,

and Blue 
light

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Charge-coupled_device
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YOUR CAMERA:
A CCD matrix
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There are only four ways to control exposure.

Aperture (or ƒ-stop) :  An adjustable opening 
that changes size to allow more or less light 
to enter the camera.

Shutter :  A timed duration that 
allows more or less light to enter 
the camera.

ISO :  The adjustable sensitivity of a 
camera to light.

Light intensity :  The brightness of 
light, often linked to the time of day.
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Aperture (or ƒ-stop) :  An adjustable opening that changes 
size to allow more or less light to enter the camera.
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Shutter :  A timed duration that allows more or 
less light to enter the camera.
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Shutter speeds are written in a fraction of a second 
(the “s” to indicate seconds is often not included on 
your camera).

1/500   1/250   1/125   1/60   1/30   1/15   1/8   1/4   1/2   1   2   4   8   15

Apertures and Shutter speeds share an important 
relationship:  As you move between numbers in the 
sequence you allow twice or half as much light to enter 
the camera.

1/500   1/250   1/125   1/60   1/30   1/15   1/8   1/4   1/2   1   2   4   8   15

ƒ/2   ƒ/2.8   ƒ/4   ƒ/5.6   ƒ/8   ƒ/11   ƒ/16   ƒ/22   ƒ/32   ƒ/45   ƒ/64

Apertures

Shutter Speeds

shutter speeds of about 1/30 and faster (or shorter duration) 
are required if you are hand-holding your camera and don’t want 
“shake”

EQUIVALENT EXPOSURE
For every aperture/shutter speed exposure combination, there are many other 

combinations that allow an equivalent quantity of light to enter the camera.  

With every exposure combination, there are many other equivalent exposures. 

The appropriate combination changes according to light available. 
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How do you decide what 
combination of aperture and 

shutter speed to use?

1. Use your light meter.

2. Look at your histogram.
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A light meter is a device, built into your 
camera, that measures the light falling on 
your camera’s sensor.

It indicates – by a graph or numerical 
readings – if the light entering is 
appropriate for an exposure.
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Histogram = a graph of the number of 
pixels at a given color or tonal value



IDEAL

UNDER-EXPOSED
“clipping in shadows”

OVER-EXPOSED
“clipping in highlights”

the end


